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Abstract:
The Future Doctor seminar is designed to equip and empower future doctors to develop time-referenced degree completion and career strategies. Participants will learn 5 intentional strategies to get PhinisheD/FinishEdD; network with future and current doctors; and learn about the following topics: a) Developing and choosing the right research topic and questions b) Research roundtables with current and future doctors c) Qualitative, quantitative, or mixed research methods d) Avoiding writer’s/researcher’s block e) Strategies for navigating marginalization f) Writing, defending and demystifying the proposal/final defense (sample rubric will be provided!) g) Breaking down the barriers YOU create with YOUR committee h) Developing an accountability group and an informal committee i) Challenging self-doubt, the inner critic and the importance of self-care j) Avoiding weapons of mass distraction k) Beyond the coursework: All But Dissertation (ABD) and doctoral studies withdrawal testimonials l) The intersection between doctoral studies and strategic career planning m) Planning for graduation and beyond
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